OUTER RESIDENTIAL Areas where Buildings or Structures to the permitted height limit will obstruct Control Tower visibility and the Consent of the Requiring Authority will be required.

SUBURBAN CENTRE Areas where Buildings or Structures to the permitted height limit will obstruct Control Tower visibility and the Consent of the Requiring Authority will be required.

AIRPORT PRECINCT Areas where Buildings or Structures to the permitted height limit will obstruct Control Tower visibility and the Consent of the Requiring Authority will be required.

UNSHADED AREAS - Remaining areas within the Designated Area where development to the permitted height limit can proceed without the consent of the Requiring Authority but where consent will be required for development exceeding the permitted height limits.

EXTENT OF DESIGNATION

DESIGNATION A2 AIRWAYS CORPORATION OF NZ LTD - HEIGHT RESTRICTION TO PRESERVE CONTROL TOWER VISIBILITY

Refer to Schedule of Designations Volume 1 Chapter 24 Item (A2)